ECHS PLC Notes
3/30/2020
Check in - 2:00 pm
1. Victoria Acevedo
2. Jolynn Cash
3. Megan Froehlich
4. Tim Hahnl
5. Tracy Hernandez
6. Amber Miller
7. Robin Mote
8. Cody Metcalf
9. Guy Tennison
10. Lauren Trotter
11. Sabrina Wilkerson
12. Florencia Wilkinson
Agenda
Student Engagement
Thank you all for the quick turn-around on technology parent contacts

Parent Contacts
We’ve requested Brenda to help with Spanish parent contacts - Ewing to review and get
back to us
Document how many times we’re reaching out to unengaged students and parents so
we can

Tech Distribution
TOMORROW morning district is focusing on IGCs (top priority)
EOC classes are 2nd prioity
Principals are calling EOC courses

Ensure kids are doing their credit recovery; stay on kids who look like they may not pass
for 2nd semester

EOC Courses
Make contact with parents especially kids who may not pass
Hernandez and Acevedo to stay on these kids in particular
They are 2nd priority for distribution

Celebrations
Friday check in went well; it’s just a lot of kids at the same time.
Modified IGCs - even students from several years back can complete the work and
graduate as long as they were course -complete

Admin/ECHS Updates
We’re working on recruitment - we currently have 122! Yay!
We’re now working on getting the paperwork completed or at least accessible to parents.

Needs and Concerns
Not many EHCS kids are reaching out to counselors.
Hernandez is working on DC Theatre and then will look at Cohort 2 students.
Hernandez needs to meet with Varrassi about DC next year’s master schedule.
Team meetings
15 minute increments
Same link
Led by Team leaders?
Goal is to keep them connected with us

Team Leaders to set up meetings and send link to Cash and Acevedo

DC Progress Reports - Miller’s team said they didn’t need to do them. Main concern is
getting in touch with students. Miller hasn’t completed any training
Send questions to Hernandez as we are meeting with the DC Coordinator
tomorrow
Attendance Failures - Alexander said it’s too late for those students to make up
attendance failures for first semester. They’ll have to be rescheduled to get those
courses next year
CCMR - ASE accreditation for Auto Tech - Hahnl requesting that they take the test next
year/semester - has submitted this request to Varrassi.

